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Finally a self-contained, one volume, graduate-level algebra text that is readable by the average graduate student and
flexible enough to accommodate a wide variety of instructors and course contents. The guiding principle throughout is
that the material should be presented as general as possible, consistent with good pedagogy. Therefore it stresses clarity
rather than brevity and contains an extraordinarily large number of illustrative exercises.
Abstract Algebra: An Introduction is set apart by its thematic development and organization. The chapters are organized
around two themes: arithmetic and congruence. Each theme is developed first for the integers, then for polynomials, and
finally for rings and groups. This enables students to see where many abstract concepts come from, why they are
important, and how they relate to one another. New to this edition is a groups first option that enables those who prefer to
cover groups before rings to do so easily. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This carefully written textbook offers a thorough introduction to abstract algebra, covering the fundamentals of groups,
rings and fields. The first two chapters present preliminary topics such as properties of the integers and equivalence
relations. The author then explores the first major algebraic structure, the group, progressing as far as the Sylow
theorems and the classification of finite abelian groups. An introduction to ring theory follows, leading to a discussion of
fields and polynomials that includes sections on splitting fields and the construction of finite fields. The final part contains
applications to public key cryptography as well as classical straightedge and compass constructions. Explaining key
topics at a gentle pace, this book is aimed at undergraduate students. It assumes no prior knowledge of the subject and
contains over 500 exercises, half of which have detailed solutions provided.
Provides an introduction to the results, methods and ideas which are now commonly studied in abstract algebra courses
Considered a classic by many, A First Course in Abstract Algebra is an in-depth, introductory text which gives students a
firm foundation for more specialized work by emphasizing an understanding of the nature of algebraic structures. The
Sixth Edition continues its tradition of teaching in a classical manner, while integrating field theory and new exercises.
1. BASICS. The Real Number System. Special Topics: Decimal Representation of Real Numbers. Solving Equations
Algebraically. Special Topics: Absolute Value Equations. Special Topics: Variation. The Coordinate Plane. Lines.
Discovery Project: Modeling the Real World with Lines. 2. GRAPHS AND TECHNOLOGY. Graphs. Solving Equations
Graphically and Numerically. Applications of Equations. Optimization Applications. Linear Models. Discovery Project:
Supply and Demand. 3. FUNCTIONS AND GRAPHS. Functions. Function Notation. Graphs of Functions. Special Topics:
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Graph Reading. Graphs and Transformations. Special Topics: Symmetry. Operations on Functions. Rates of Change.
Inverse Functions. Discovery Project: Feedback: Good and Bad. 4. POLYNOMIAL AND RATIONAL FUNCTIONS.
Quadratic Functions. Polynomial Functions. Special Topics: Synthetic Division. Real Roots of Polynomials. Graphs of
Polynomial Functions. Special Topics: Polynomial Models. Rational Functions. Special Topics: Other Rational Functions.
Polynomial and Rational Inequalities. Special Topics: Absolute Value Inequalities. Complex Numbers. Theory of
Equations. Discovery Project: Architectural Arches. 5. EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS. Radicals and
Rational Exponents. Special Topics: Radical Equations. Exponential Functions. Special Topics: Compound Interest and
the Number e. Common and Natural Logarithmic Functions. Properties of Logarithms. Special Topics: Logarithmic
Functions to Other Bases. Algebraic Solutions of Exponential and Logarithmic Equations. Exponential, Logarithmic, and
Other Models. Discovery Project: Exponential and Logistic Modeling of Diseases. 6. TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS.
Angles and Their Measurement. The Sine, Cosine, and Tangent Functions. Alternate: The Sine, Cosine, and Tangent
Functions. Algebra and Identities. Basic Graphs. Periodic Graphs and Simple Harmonic Motion. Special Topics: Other
Trigonometric Graphs. Other Trigonometric Functions. Discovery Project: Pistons and Flywheels. 7. TRIGONOMETRIC
IDENTITIES AND EQUATIONS. Basic Identities and Proofs. Addition and Subtraction Identities. Special Topics: Lines
and Angles. Other Identities. Inverse Trigonometric Functions. Trigonometric Equations. Discovery Project: The Sun and
the Moon. 8. TRIANGLE TRIGONOMETRY. Trigonometric Functions of Angles. Alternate: Trigonometric Functions of
Angles. Applications of Right Triangle Trigonometry. The Law of Cosines. The Law of Sines. Special Topics: The Area of
a Triangle. Discovery Project: Life on a Sphere. 9. APPLICATIONS OF TRIGONOMETRY. The Complex Plane and Polar
Form for Complex Numbers. DeMoivre' s Theorem and nth Roots of Complex Numbers. Vectors in the Plane. The Dot
Product. Discovery Project: Surveying. 10. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY. Circles and Ellipses. Hyperbolas. Parabolas.
Rotations and Second-Degree Equations. Special Topics: Rotation of Axes. Plane Curves and Parametric Equations.
Polar Coordinates. Polar Equations of Conics. Discovery Project: Designing Machines to Make Designs. 11. SYSTEMS
OF EQUATIONS. Systems of Linear Equations in Two Variables. Special Topics: Systems of Nonlinear Equations. Large
Systems of Linear Equations. Matrix Methods for Square Systems. Discovery Project: Input-Output Analysis. 12.
DISCRETE ALGEBRA. Sequences and Sums. Arithmetic Sequences. Geometric Sequences. Special Topics: Infinite
Series. The Binomial Theorem. Mathematical Induction. Discovery Project: Taking Your Chances. 13. LIMITS AND
CONTINUITY. Limits of Functions. Properties of Limits. Special Topics: The Formal Definition of Limit. Continuity. Limits
Involving Infinity.. Discovery Project: Black Holes.
Thomas Hungerford's CONTEMPORARY COLLEGE ALGEBRA AND TRIGONOMETRY is known and well respected for
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its thorough integration of the graphing calculator, clear writing, and outstanding applications problems. Many adopters
laud the use of real data in examples and exercises, and they appreciate the flexibility of the book's organization. This
market-leading text is now accompanied by an outstanding array of innovative supplements that facilitate teaching and
enhance learning, such as iLrn--a robust suite of online course management, testing, and tutorial resources for instructor
and student, with vMentor live online tutoring. The text also includes the free Interactive Video Skillbuilder CD-ROM with
MathCue, and a Book Companion Web Site featuring online graphing calculator resources.
Abstract AlgebraAn IntroductionBrooks/Cole Publishing CompanyAlgebraSpringer Science & Business Media
Considered a classic by many, A First Course in Abstract Algebra is an in-depth introduction to abstract algebra. Focused on groups, rings
and fields, this text gives students a firm foundation for more specialized work by emphasizing an understanding of the nature of algebraic
structures.
Accessible to junior and senior undergraduate students, this survey contains many examples, solved exercises, sets of problems, and parts
of abstract algebra of use in many other areas of discrete mathematics. Although this is a mathematics book, the authors have made great
efforts to address the needs of users employing the techniques discussed. Fully worked out computational examples are backed by more
than 500 exercises throughout the 40 sections. This new edition includes a new chapter on cryptology, and an enlarged chapter on
applications of groups, while an extensive chapter has been added to survey other applications not included in the first edition. The book
assumes knowledge of the material covered in a course on linear algebra and, preferably, a first course in (abstract) algebra covering the
basics of groups, rings, and fields.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged
with the bound book. Algebra, Second Edition, by Michael Artin, provides comprehensive coverage at the level of an honors-undergraduate
or introductory-graduate course. The second edition of this classic text incorporates twenty years of feedback plus the author’s own teaching
experience. This book discusses concrete topics of algebra in greater detail than others, preparing readers for the more abstract concepts;
linear algebra is tightly integrated throughout.
This is the most current textbook in teaching the basic concepts of abstract algebra. The author finds that there are many students who just
memorise a theorem without having the ability to apply it to a given problem. Therefore, this is a hands-on manual, where many typical
algebraic problems are provided for students to be able to apply the theorems and to actually practice the methods they have learned. Each
chapter begins with a statement of a major result in Group and Ring Theory, followed by problems and solutions. Contents: Tools and Major
Results of Groups; Problems in Group Theory; Tools and Major Results of Ring Theory; Problems in Ring Theory; Index.
Abstract Algebra: Theory and Applications is an open-source textbook that is designed to teach the principles and theory of abstract algebra
to college juniors and seniors in a rigorous manner. Its strengths include a wide range of exercises, both computational and theoretical, plus
many non-trivial applications. The first half of the book presents group theory, through the Sylow theorems, with enough material for a
semester-long course. The second half is suitable for a second semester and presents rings, integral domains, Boolean algebras, vector
spaces, and fields, concluding with Galois Theory.
A modern and student-friendly introduction to this popular subject: it takes a more "natural" approach and develops the theory at a gentle
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pace with an emphasis on clear explanations Features plenty of worked examples and exercises, complete with full solutions, to encourage
independent study Previous books by Howie in the SUMS series have attracted excellent reviews

This book is the second part of the new edition of Advanced Modern Algebra (the first part published as Graduate Studies in
Mathematics, Volume 165). Compared to the previous edition, the material has been significantly reorganized and many sections
have been rewritten. The book presents many topics mentioned in the first part in greater depth and in more detail. The five
chapters of the book are devoted to group theory, representation theory, homological algebra, categories, and commutative
algebra, respectively. The book can be used as a text for a second abstract algebra graduate course, as a source of additional
material to a first abstract algebra graduate course, or for self-study.
This book provides a complete abstract algebra course, enabling instructors to select the topics for use in individual classes.
An indispensable companion to the book hailed an "expository masterpiece of the highest didactic value" by Zentralblatt MATH
This solutions manual helps readers test and reinforce the understanding of the principles and real-world applications of abstract
algebra gained from their reading of the critically acclaimed Introduction to Abstract Algebra. Ideal for students, as well as
engineers, computer scientists, and applied mathematicians interested in the subject, it provides a wealth of concrete examples of
induction, number theory, integers modulo n, and permutations. Worked examples and real-world problems help ensure a
complete understanding of the subject, regardless of a reader's background in mathematics.
Algebra, Second Edition, by Michael Artin, is ideal for the honors undergraduate or introductory graduate course. The second
edition of this classic text incorporates twenty years of feedback and the author’s own teaching experience. The text discusses
concrete topics of algebra in greater detail than most texts, preparing students for the more abstract concepts; linear algebra is
tightly integrated throughout.
Abstract Algebra: A Gentle Introduction advantages a trend in mathematics textbook publishing towards smaller, less expensive
and brief introductions to primary courses. The authors move away from the ‘everything for everyone’ approach so common in
textbooks. Instead, they provide the reader with coverage of numerous algebraic topics to cover the most important areas of
abstract algebra. Through a careful selection of topics, supported by interesting applications, the authors Intend the book to be
used for a one-semester course in abstract algebra. It is suitable for an introductory course in for mathematics majors. The text is
also very suitable for education majors who need to have an introduction to the topic. As textbooks go through various editions and
authors employ the suggestions of numerous well-intentioned reviewers, these book become larger and larger and subsequently
more expensive. This book is meant to counter that process. Here students are given a "gentle introduction," meant to provide
enough for a course, yet also enough to encourage them toward future study of the topic. Features Groups before rings approach
Interesting modern applications Appendix includes mathematical induction, the well-ordering principle, sets, functions,
permutations, matrices, and complex nubers. Numerous exercises at the end of each section Chapter "Hint and Partial Solutions"
offers built in solutions manual
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Relations between groups and sets, results and methods of abstract algebra in terms of number theory and geometry, and
noncommutative and homological algebra. Solutions. 2006 edition.
Praise for the Third Edition ". . . an expository masterpiece of the highest didactic value that has gained additional attractivity
through the various improvements . . ."—Zentralblatt MATH The Fourth Edition of Introduction to Abstract Algebra continues to
provide an accessible approach to the basic structures of abstract algebra: groups, rings, and fields. The book's unique
presentation helps readers advance to abstract theory by presenting concrete examples of induction, number theory, integers
modulo n, and permutations before the abstract structures are defined. Readers can immediately begin to perform computations
using abstract concepts that are developed in greater detail later in the text. The Fourth Edition features important concepts as
well as specialized topics, including: The treatment of nilpotent groups, including the Frattini and Fitting subgroups Symmetric
polynomials The proof of the fundamental theorem of algebra using symmetric polynomials The proof of Wedderburn's theorem on
finite division rings The proof of the Wedderburn-Artin theorem Throughout the book, worked examples and real-world problems
illustrate concepts and their applications, facilitating a complete understanding for readers regardless of their background in
mathematics. A wealth of computational and theoretical exercises, ranging from basic to complex, allows readers to test their
comprehension of the material. In addition, detailed historical notes and biographies of mathematicians provide context for and
illuminate the discussion of key topics. A solutions manual is also available for readers who would like access to partial solutions to
the book's exercises. Introduction to Abstract Algebra, Fourth Edition is an excellent book for courses on the topic at the upperundergraduate and beginning-graduate levels. The book also serves as a valuable reference and self-study tool for practitioners in
the fields of engineering, computer science, and applied mathematics.
This textbook offers an innovative approach to abstract algebra, based on a unified treatment of similar concepts across different algebraic
structures. This makes it possible to express the main ideas of algebra more clearly and to avoid unnecessary repetition. The book consists
of two parts: The Language of Algebra and Algebra in Action. The unified approach to different algebraic structures is a primary feature of the
first part, which discusses the basic notions of algebra at an elementary level. The second part is mathematically more complex, covering
topics such as the Sylow theorems, modules over principal ideal domains, and Galois theory. Intended for an undergraduate course or for selfstudy, the book is written in a readable, conversational style, is rich in examples, and contains over 700 carefully selected exercises.
This is a book of problems in abstract algebra for strong undergraduates or beginning graduate students. It can be used as a supplement to a
course or for self-study. The book provides more variety and more challenging problems than are found in most algebra textbooks. It is
intended for students wanting to enrich their learning of mathematics by tackling problems that take some thought and effort to solve. The
book contains problems on groups (including the Sylow Theorems, solvable groups, presentation of groups by generators and relations, and
structure and duality for finite abelian groups); rings (including basic ideal theory and factorization in integral domains and Gauss's Theorem);
linear algebra (emphasizing linear transformations, including canonical forms); and fields (including Galois theory). Hints to many problems
are also included.
Boundary Value Problems is a text material on partial differential equations that teaches solutions of boundary value problems. The book also
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aims to build up intuition about how the solution of a problem should behave. The text consists of seven chapters. Chapter 1 covers the
important topics of Fourier Series and Integrals. The second chapter deals with the heat equation, introducing separation of variables.
Material on boundary conditions and Sturm-Liouville systems is included here. Chapter 3 presents the wave equation; estimation of
eigenvalues by the Rayleigh quotient is mentioned briefly. The potential equation is the topic of Chapter 4, which closes with a section on
classification of partial differential equations. Chapter 5 briefly covers multidimensional problems and special functions. The last two chapters,
Laplace Transforms and Numerical Methods, are discussed in detail. The book is intended for third and fourth year physics and engineering
students.
For courses in Abstract Algebra.Designed for future mathematics teachers as well as mathematics students who are not planning careers in
secondary education, this text offers a traditional course in abstract algebra along with optional notes that connect its mathematical content
toschool mathematics.Elementarynumber theory and rings ofpolynomials are treated before group theory. Prerequisites include some
experience with proof. (A brief appendix reviews certain basics of logic, proof, set theory, and functions.) Students should also have access to
a Computer Algebra System (CAS), or a calculator with CAS capabilities. CourseSmart textbooks do not include any media or print
supplements that come packaged with the bound book."
Bond and Keane explicate the elements of logical, mathematical argument to elucidate the meaning and importance of mathematical rigor.
With definitions of concepts at their disposal, students learn the rules of logical inference, read and understand proofs of theorems, and write
their own proofs all while becoming familiar with the grammar of mathematics and its style. In addition, they will develop an appreciation of
the different methods of proof (contradiction, induction), the value of a proof, and the beauty of an elegant argument. The authors emphasize
that mathematics is an ongoing, vibrant disciplineits long, fascinating history continually intersects with territory still uncharted and questions
still in need of answers. The authors extensive background in teaching mathematics shines through in this balanced, explicit, and engaging
text, designed as a primer for higher- level mathematics courses. They elegantly demonstrate process and application and recognize the
byproducts of both the achievements and the missteps of past thinkers. Chapters 1-5 introduce the fundamentals of abstract mathematics
and chapters 6-8 apply the ideas and techniques, placing the earlier material in a real context. Readers interest is continually piqued by the
use of clear explanations, practical examples, discussion and discovery exercises, and historical comments.
This upper-division laboratory supplement for courses in abstract algebra consists of several Mathematica packages programmed as a
foundation for group and ring theory. Additionally, the "user's guide" illustrates the functionality of the underlying code, while the lab portion of
the book reflects the contents of the Mathematica-based electronic notebooks. Students interact with both the printed and electronic versions
of the material in the laboratory, and can look up details and reference information in the user's guide. Exercises occur in the stream of the
text of the lab, which provides a context within which to answer, and the questions are designed to be either written into the electronic
notebook, or on paper. The notebooks are available in both 2.2 and 3.0 versions of Mathematica, and run across all platforms for which
Mathematica exits. A very timely and unique addition to the undergraduate abstract algebra curriculum, filling a tremendous void in the
literature.
The companion title, Linear Algebra, has sold over 8,000 copies The writing style is very accessible The material can be covered easily in a
one-year or one-term course Includes Noah Snyder's proof of the Mason-Stothers polynomial abc theorem New material included on product
structure for matrices including descriptions of the conjugation representation of the diagonal group
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Designed for an advanced undergraduate- or graduate-level course, Abstract Algebra provides an example-oriented, less
heavily symbolic approach to abstract algebra. The text emphasizes specifics such as basic number theory, polynomials,
finite fields, as well as linear and multilinear algebra. This classroom-tested, how-to manual takes a more narrative
approach than the stiff formalism of many other textbooks, presenting coherent storylines to convey crucial ideas in a
student-friendly, accessible manner. An unusual feature of the text is the systematic characterization of objects by
universal mapping properties, rather than by constructions whose technical details are irrelevant. Addresses Common
Curricular Weaknesses In addition to standard introductory material on the subject, such as Lagrange's and Sylow's
theorems in group theory, the text provides important specific illustrations of general theory, discussing in detail finite
fields, cyclotomic polynomials, and cyclotomic fields. The book also focuses on broader background, including brief but
representative discussions of naive set theory and equivalents of the axiom of choice, quadratic reciprocity, Dirichlet's
theorem on primes in arithmetic progressions, and some basic complex analysis. Numerous worked examples and
exercises throughout facilitate a thorough understanding of the material.
The purpose of this book is to prepare the reader for coping with abstract mathematics. The intended audience is both
students taking a first course in abstract algebra who feel the need to strengthen their background and those from a more
applied background who need some experience in dealing with abstract ideas. Learning any area of abstract
mathematics requires not only ability to write formally but also to think intuitively about what is going on and to describe
that process clearly and cogently in ordinary English. Ash tries to aid intuition by keeping proofs short and as informal as
possible and using concrete examples as illustration. Thus, it is an ideal textbook for an audience with limited experience
in formalism and abstraction. A number of expository innovations are included, for example, an informal development of
set theory which teaches students all the basic results for algebra in one chapter.
The Second Edition of this classic text maintains the clear exposition, logical organization, and accessible breadth of
coverage that have been its hallmarks. It plunges directly into algebraic structures and incorporates an unusually large
number of examples to clarify abstract concepts as they arise. Proofs of theorems do more than just prove the stated
results; Saracino examines them so readers gain a better impression of where the proofs come from and why they
proceed as they do. Most of the exercises range from easy to moderately difficult and ask for understanding of ideas
rather than flashes of insight. The new edition introduces five new sections on field extensions and Galois theory,
increasing its versatility by making it appropriate for a two-semester as well as a one-semester course.
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